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CONTENT-BASED TEACHING

▸ Key Questions for self-quizzing before and after.  

▸ What is content-based teaching?  

▸ What is additive bilingualism? 

▸ What kind of objectives should a teacher have a 
content-based lesson? 

▸ What is pop-up grammar? 

▸ What is a dictogloss?

CBI

•Weak version of CBI.  

•Learn English in order to use content. 

CBI

•Strong version of CBI.  

•Use content in order to learn English.  

•STRONG (in the sense of it’s emphasis) 

•It strongly believes in communication. 

CBI PRINCIPLES

•"Teaching is organized around the content or information that 
students will acquire, rather than around a linguistic or other 
type of syllabus." 

•Richards, J. C., & Rodgers, T. S. (2001). Approaches and 
Methods in Language Teaching

CBI PRINCIPLES

•Key Point 

•"People learn a second language more successfully when they 
use the language as a means of acquiring information, rather 
than as an end in itself." 

•Richards, J. C., & Rodgers, T. S. (2001). Approaches and 
Methods in Language Teaching

CBI PRINCIPLES

•Key Point 

•"Content-Based Instruction better re!lects learners' needs for 
learning a second language." 

•Richards, J. C., & Rodgers, T. S. (2001). Approaches and 
Methods in Language Teaching

CBI PRINCIPLES

•Key Point 

•A number of studies say, "second languages are best learned 
when the focus is on mastery of content rather than on 
mastery of language per se.” 

•Richards, J. C., & Rodgers, T. S. (2001). Approaches and 
Methods in Language Teaching

CBI

•This is a key point.  

•“First, it is important for children to establish literacy in their 
native language before learning to read and write another 
language.” 

•Additive bilingualism. 

•First language is the foundation of literacy. 

CBI

•When you prepare a CBI lesson, 

•Set clear content objectives. 

•Set clear language objectives.  

•E.g, vocabulary, grammar, discourse.

CBI

•Pop-up Grammar. 

•After students read the text, the teacher points out every 
example of the present passive.  

•“are located, are called, is used”

CBI
•What are the 3 main steps of a “dictogloss?” 

•T reads. Ss listen for main ideas. 

•T reads again. Ss listen for details. 

•Individual Ss reconstruct text from memory.  

•ALSO: Ss compare reconstructed texts in pairs.  

•Pairs reconstruct the text together.  

•Students vote on the best reconstruction. 

CBI

•What was the goal of the dictogloss? Students will 
understand. . .  

•Paragraph organization. 

•Functions of discourse.  

•And they will enjoy a story (and want to tell others)

CBI

•What is sca"olding? 

•Prepare learners to understand a text or talk.  

•Pre-teach key vocabulary or grammar. 

•Give a visual outline of the text or talk in advance (graphic 
organizer). 


